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Anaggressive English king also put the Scots on high alert. They had been
allies of the French since 1295, and had often threatened England’s
northern border, or even invaded, whenever the English were fighting in

France. Although many of the raids and border battles of the previous two-hundred years
had been conducted by border lords like the Douglas or Percy families, or in the
suppression of civil war, the Scottish King James IV believed that a stronger Scottish
role in support of his French allies would win his nation a place at the high table of
European diplomacy. 

James had annoyed the previous English king, Henry VII, during the
1490s by harbouring Perkin Warbeck, a threatening pretender to the Tudor
crown. This action brought a massive English army north in 1497 under
Thomas Howard, Earl of Surrey, and an English invasion of Scotland was
only prevented by the Cornish tax rising that forced King Henry to fight a
rebel army at Blackheath. The smaller force that Surrey did eventually lead
into Scotland could not force a battle. Surrey’s rejection of a challenge to
meet King James in single combat left the King of Scots simmering with

personal resentment – something that re-
emerged in 1513.

Nevertheless, as part of the settlement of
the situation in 1497, James agreed to marry
Margaret Tudor, Henry VIII’s sister. The
ceremony took place in 1502, and in the final
years of Henry VII’s reign Anglo-Scottish
relations looked to be on their healthiest
footing for generations. Things turned when
French losses in Italy obliged King Louis XII
to plead with James IV to distract the English
from their imminent invasion of northern
France. Henry VIII had prepared his best-

equipped and best-led troops for this campaign, perhaps giving the Scots the impression
that the back door to England was undefended. The French soon sent men and equipment
into Scotland and encouraged the Scots to fight in the modern European style with pike
squares; already so effective in the Italian wars.

In response to this military build-up Henry VIII dispatched the Earl of Surrey to
Berwick in the summer of 1512 to prepare the north against the Scottish threat. A year
later, the resources available to defend the English border were vastly outnumbered by
the Scottish national army that assembled during August 1513. A force of 200 mounted
English archers under Sir William Bulmer connected the border garrisons and raided
into Scotland but could do little to resist a force of perhaps 35,000 men that had crossed
the border by 22 August. King James spent ten days attacking the English castles of Etal,
Ford, and Norham with a large artillery train but did not press further south, a delay that
allowed Surrey time to draw his northern English army of about 20,000 men together at
Alnwick.

Sean Cunningham outlines the sequence of events that
led to the battle on 9 September 1513, and the calamity
that befell Scotland.

The teenage King Henry VIII came to the throne in April 1509 with a desire to
make an impression around Europe as a spectacular Renaissance prince. He very
quickly involved England in the complex alliances related to the destructive
Italian wars that had been initiated by the French invasion of the Duchy of Milan
in 1496. By opposing England’s old enemy of France, Henry saw an opportunity
to imitate the military glory of his predecessors like Henry V. A new war also
might inspire the recovery of some of England’s former French empire – reduced
to a small area around the town of Calais since 1453. 

The battle memorial

SP 49/1, f.17: Surrey’s letter to James on 7 September, criticising him for not ordering his
army to fight as agreed and for holding Rougecross pursuivant hostage while he moved his
army onto Flodden Edge: ‘Trusting that you will depeche our said pursuivant immediately
for the long delay of so honourable a journey we think should sound to you dishonour.’
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Editor’s note
The memorial and battlefield pictures were taken by Linda Bankier, archivist at Berwick upon Tweed Record Office in
October 2013 and reproduced with kind permission.

A podcast is available on the Battle of Flodden at:
http://media.nationalarchives.gov.uk/index.php/the-battle-of-flodden/

It had proved quite difficult for Surrey to get
King James to agree on the place for the battle.
On 5 September Surrey met Scottish heralds
and arranged to fight on flat ground of the
Milfield Plain by 9 September. The English
moved forward but James detained an
English Herald so that he could not report on
the Scottish redeployment onto the 600ft tall
Flodden Edge rather than the flat land as
agreed. Surrey criticised James for this
manoeuvre in a letter of 7 September. He
was obliged to move his entire army
around the Scots and across the River Till
to cut off the Scottish line of retreat. With
little time now in which to reach the
border or deploy in a new position, James
chose to move all his forces across to
Branxton Hill in order to face the
English. In doing so he lost the
advantage of prepared positions for
his heavy guns.

By 4:30pm on 9 September 1513
the English were drawn up along a
single front to mirror the Scottish
formation arranged in five divisions.
The right of the English line pitted
Sir Edmund Howard against Lord
Home’s force from the Scottish
borders. Next, Lord Thomas Howard
headed the bulk of the English army,
including many of the Yorkshiremen.
They had to contend with a force of
about 6000 under the Earl of Crawford.
The Earl of Surrey occupied the eastern
centre of the English line, facing King
James and his division. On the Scottish
right, James deployed the highlanders
under the earls of Lennox and Argyll. Sir
Edward Stanley’s troops filled the
English line here, although they seem to
have been late into their position. Lord Dacre’s horsemen were held as a mobile reserve
while the Scots held back an entire division under Lord Bothwell behind the ridge.

Surrey’s men had to provoke the Scots into abandoning their lines on Branxton Hill
and engaging at its foot. This was attempted with an artillery bombardment. The heavy
Scottish guns did not find their range before the smaller English canon started to disrupt
the static pike formations. This was enough to cause some of James’ troops to advance
down the hill. The first clash was on the west side of the field where the troops of Lord
Home met the Cheshiremen captained by another of Surrey’s sons, Edmund Howard.
With 3000 men, Howard was horribly outnumbered and his soldiers were cut to pieces,
with many fleeing altogether. This flank of the English army was apparently saved from
rout by the arrival of Lord Dacre’s border horsemen. 

Scottish attention then fell on Lord Howard’s unit next along the English right flank.
The Earls of Crawford, Errol and Montrose attacked down the hill with their pike
formations setting off in good order. Once the Scots reached the marshy ground at the
foot their momentum slowed. Many were apparently fighting barefoot in an effort to
manage the soft conditions, which must have had an impact on the stability of the
formations. The English archers and hand gunners poured fire onto the advancing Scots.
Once gaps began to appear and the wall of spears lost its uniformity the English billmen
were able to move beyond the points of the pikes and in amongst the Scottish ranks. In
expert English hands the 8ft long bill was a murderous weapon and most of the Scottish
casualties were hacked to death in this struggle. Almost all the senior Scottish lords and
knights that advanced in this way were killed.

Further along the line King James and the main part of the Scottish army progressed
in similar fashion. With darkness approaching there was little time to press any
advantage from the flight of Edmund Howard’s forces. James probably felt that he could
still strike down Branxton Hill and sweep away the English. But the marshy conditions
at the bottom of the hill were to be his undoing. Impulsively seizing his opportunity,
James and his troops crashed into the English. They were initially checked but then
began to push Surrey’s men back. The king was in the thick of the fighting, killing at
least ten Englishmen personally and smashing his weapons as he did so. Surrey might
have withdrawn his men slightly in order to regroup; a move that probably blunted any
momentum that James had generated. The movement of so many men over wet ground
at the valley bottom and the piles of dead, wounded and equipment must also have
hindered the Scottish advance. At that moment Stanley’s men launched a flank attack on
the highlanders. A rain of English arrows came as a complete surprise to the Scots and
its ferocity drove the Scottish units together in the congested central part of the field.
This added to the general confusion in declining light. It was at this point that King
James was killed – reputedly within a spear length of the Earl of Surrey. 

The English army returned to Berwick with James’s body. His earlier
excommunication meant that over subsequent years it received less respect than was due,
and James is now the only prominent British monarch without a known grave. Surrey
sent officers to the field the following day to remove the valuable Scottish cannon. He
was mindful of his ability to keep order in his army and without King Henry’s direct
authorisation could do little to press home his advantage.

The English victory changed Henry VIII’s policy towards Scotland very little.
Defence of the border, regular raiding and attempts to manage the border clans, were
soon renewed. Scotland faced a period of minority rule and an internal struggle for
influence among those that had escaped the catastrophe at Flodden.

The English lost about 4000 men but very few aristocratic leaders. Perhaps up to a
third of the Scottish army were killed, including nine earls, thirteen lords, five heirs to
titles, three bishops, two abbots and King James himself. Such a level of disaster for a
nation’s elite is unprecedented in medieval British battles. Given Scotland’s long history
of conflict with England, the pain of this defeat remains quite prominent within Scottish
national identity, where it has cast a bleak and mournful aspect over more modern
understanding of sixteenth century Scotland. 
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